Policies for County 4-H Groups and All Groups Using 4-H Graham

In addition to the requirements for user groups, County 4-H Camping groups and all rental groups are asked to respect and follow these additional requirements:

Camp Graham staff will do cabin checks with camp directors during camp to ensure that these requirements are met.

1. No Christmas-type lights in or outside the cabins. This is for electrical and fire safety reasons.
2. Use of power strips and additional plug-in type devices are prohibited. Electrical capacity is limited. Two plug-ins is all our system can handle, i.e. a fan and alarm clock.
3. No coolers in the cabins. All food must be in sealed containers. Critter control has become a challenging issue due to all of the food residue in cabins.
4. Nothing can be put on cabin roofs, such as lights, signs, rocks, etc. Any decorations must be attached with masking tape or string. No staples or duct tape are allowed.
5. No writing and carving on cabin walls, bunks, or anything - inside or outside - will be tolerated.
6. Proper safety in cabins is the responsibility of 4-H groups renting camp. Remind your staff that hanging from, or climbing on, the rafters is not permitted and is a safety risk.
7. Use of the camp kitchen facilities is not permitted for any reason, unless prior arrangements are made with the Camp Manager. This includes storage of food and beverages for special programs you are conducting.
8. No food items or food staples needed by your camp for classes, skits or other similar programs will be provided by Camp Graham or the Camp Graham kitchen. Food items needed for conducting a camp class can be ordered and billed to you. Two weeks notice is required for this.
9. The golf cart is for use by Camp Graham staff only. Likewise, all equipment and tools cannot be used without Camp Manager permission. Camp rental groups will be billed for tools and equipment lost and/or not returned in good working order.
10. Staff lodging area (Hoffman House), including the porch, are off limits to campers, counselors and rental group staff. If staff are needed for a camp-related reason, please knock before entering.
11. During the camp check-out time, a member of your staff is strongly encouraged to accompany the Camp Graham staff member for cabin and facility check-out. Please allow time for proper clean-up of cabin, restroom, recreation and campfire areas. Your staff is responsible for general clean-up of these respective areas until they pass Camp Graham staff inspection. Keep some counselors and staff around to help with this process.
12. Cell phones and pagers are strongly discouraged for campers and counselors, unless for emergency use.
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